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My mission trip to Thailand - Franklin Hu 
 
I had been thinking I should join in a mission trip for a while, 
but that didn't seem practical. So, when they opened up the 
mission corner and started inviting regular members of the 
church, I figured that a door had been opened by the holy 
spirit, so I better step through it.  
 
Everything went smoothly with the flight to Bangkok. I was 
able to do some sightseeing by taking Uber. You can get 
just about anywhere for about $10 USD. The mission was 
very busy with 4 out of 5 days being revival service days, 
but I think I was able to get a feel for Bangkok, especially 
the traffic and the motorcycles! While I was there I visited 
the open markets, saw the Grand Palace and saw a 
cultural dance show. 
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On the first day of the mission at Nakon Si Thammarat, I 
was impressed by the large size of the team from Bangkok. 
It was great to see the rival service. I think it was most fun 
during the laying of hands when we would just start playing 
different songs and we would do some songs that I was 
familiar with and could contribute to. Thailand has been 
blessed with a lot of talented musicians. Heading back to 
Bangkok, I got to meet and talk to lots of people, so I didn't 
feel like I was on my own. When we were waiting, they 
bought my lunch, someone gave me an ice cream and 
another a coke, so I felt well taken care of. 
 
I made my own hotel arrangements on Expedia and 
everything worked out fine. The mission team arranged to 
give me rides where ever I needed to go. The main venue 
at Westgate hall was huge and we managed to fill every 
seat with a lot more people overflowing on the floor. You 
would not think this was a non-Christian country - more like 
a US mega church. The translators allowed me to listen to 
the sermons. I was amazed they could translate so quickly 
and fluently, when I asked if they were professional, they 
said no, but that they could only translate like that during 
the service. 
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I had some technical difficulties when my phone 
mysteriously died. But one of the worship team members 
was able to revive it. While traveling in a foreign country my 
phone is my lifeline. While that may seem like a small thing, 
I think God's protection was upon me to keep me safe 
during a trip where many things can easily go wrong. And 
when things did go wrong, there was always a fix nearby. 
 
I hope I was able to bless the people of Thailand with the 
gifts and anointing that God has given me with my musical 
abilities. I felt called to serve in this way and when called, I 
go - although it seemed a bit crazy considering the time, 
cost and I as going alone and nobody had really done this 
before. The sermons in Seattle leading up to the trip about 
listening to the holy spirit and having boldness to go out 
and spread the gospel seemed very appropriate to what I 
was doing for this mission. Several people came up to me 
to express their appreciation for my playing. Overall, it was 
a successful, well organized and worry free mission trip.  

 

 

 


